This paper presents characterization results of the dual nanoprobe technique for single cell viability detection. Characterization is one of the steps in improving single cell viability detection technique in term of dual nanoprobe sensitivity, design and measurement configuration. The characterizations were focused on improving dual nanoprobe sensitivity and design by studying the effect of different material types, cross sections and measurement configuration, i.e. penetration depth and the gap of the dual nanoprobe on the measurement result. From the findings, the most preferred material is Tungsten and different cross section shapes do not give significant differences in dual nanoprobe sensitivity. It was also found that the current flow increases significantly with deeper penetration depth and narrower probes gap. Therefore, penetration depth and gap need to be constant during measurement in order to get reliable single cell viability detection result. The dual nanoprobe also has the potential to be used in single cell surgery, single cell thermal measurement, single cell drug delivery, and early disease detection applications.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In microbiology field, single cell studies have aggressively increased in recent years. One of the studies is cell viability detection. In single cell analysis, it is important to differentiate between live and dead cells [1] . Basically, cell has two features that have been normally used for viability detection, i.e. function and membrane properties. One of the methods to check the cell viability through cell function is by measuring the cell metabolism. For instance, the cell function to process glucose can be measured using positron emission tomography (PET) [2] . PET measurement requires a skilled operator, high tech equipment and risk of harmful exposure to toxic radiation.
Due to the limitations faced by the PET approach, most conventional method utilizes the membrane properties. This approach is better in term of simple procedure and requires less equipment. The cell membrane functions as a protector to prevent substance or medium enters the intracellular of the cell. It is known that the integrity of the cell wall decreases when a cell is dying [1] . Conventional methods manipulate this condition by using colorimetric dyes, e.g. trypan blue and fluorescent, to detect cell viability [3, 4] . However, this technique has a few drawbacks. The detection is based on optical observation and can only produce qualitative results.
Even though the procedure is simple, the detection is a slow process and cannot produce instantaneous results. Hence, the technique does not suitable for certain cell types that have a short life span.
Previously, we have proposed a novel method for single cell viability detection to overcome the limitations by the conventional method [1] . The novel viability detection is based on electrical measurement on a single cell by using a dual nanoprobe. The advantages of this method are the ability to produce quantitative and instantaneous results. Experimental measurement results showed a significant difference between alive and dead cell. However, the method is still at an early stage of research and there are plenty of improvements that can be done.
Realizing this notion, this paper was written in order to publish the characterization results in an effort of improving the existing technique in term of dual nanoprobe sensitivity, design and measurement configuration. These studies were performed using commercial finite element analysis software (Abaqus FEA). Most of the parameters, i.e. dimension and material properties, required for the simulation were obtained from our previous experimental data [1] .
2.0 NOVEL METHOD FOR SINGLE CELL VIABILITY DETECTION
The details of the proposed method have been discussed thoroughly in our previous paper [1] . Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed method and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image during measurement. The nanoprobe has been tested on W303, wild-type yeast cell.
Basically, yeast cell consists of three layers, which is known as the cell wall, membrane, and cytoplasm but only the last layer is the area of interest. In theory, cytoplasm is an electrolyte solution that contains ions and its electrical conductivity depends on the concentration and type of ions [5] . The conductivity of the cytoplasm reduces due to decreasing ion concentration when the membrane integrity of the cell is deteriorated or dying. By realizing this phenomenon, cell viability can be detected quantitatively via electrical measurement.
In order to perform viability detection, the dual nanoprobe must be able to penetrate the cell until it reaches the cytoplasm layer. After the cell had been penetrated successfully, a pulse voltage of 2 volts is applied to the probe. Then, pulse current that flow through the cell will be measured using Femtoammeter. The measurement was conducted on a group of yeast cells with known viability, i.e. alive and dead cells. From the results obtained, current measurement showed a significant difference between alive and dead cell. 
3.0 METHODOLOGY
The nanoprobe has been fabricated and tested experimentally but has limited information for further improvement. Figure 2 shows the fabricated dual nanoprobe attached to the modified commercial Olympus AFM cantilever. Characterization is one of the approaches that help the user to have a detailed understanding of the nanoprobe from different aspects, i.e. electrical, chemical and mechanical. The information obtained will be useful in foreseeing technique improvement in specific areas, i.e. sensitivity, accuracy, repeatability, system costing, and applications. This study has been divided into two parts, i.e. the dual nanoprobe characterization and single cell electrical measurement configuration characterization.
Before that, we simulated the exact measurement configurations in the experiment. Figure 3 shows the proposed method configurations in a simulation environment. Basically, there are three main components in the simulation, i.e. dual nanoprobe, single cell, and the base. The base is one of the parts of the Olympus AFM cantilever that is connecting dual nanoprobe and Femto-ammeter in the experimental setup. These components are sufficient to perform the same function for single cell viability detection although the real experiment has more components, e.g. chip holder, femto ammeter, nanomanipulator, and an observation chamber system called Environmental-Scanning Electron Microscope (E-SEM). Simulation result was being compared with experiment data. 
Dual Nanoprobe Characterization
First, the dual nanoprobe was characterized for five different materials, i.e. Silver, Copper, Aluminum, Tungsten and Zinc. These metals have high electrical conductivity and commonly used in electronic systems. The purpose is to investigate the effect of different material on the dual nanoprobe sensitivity. This will help to decide the most preferred material for dual nanoprobe and provide a list of potential material replacement.
Besides material, we also characterized the nanoprobe shape or cross section. Similarly, the purpose is to investigate the effect of dual nanoprobe shape whether it will give significant effect on the nanoprobe sensitivity and help to determine which shape is the best for a nanoprobe. Three types of cross sections, i.e. rectangular-shaped, square-shaped and circular-shaped were investigated. Figure 4 shows the cross section of the dual nanoprobe with different shapes. In the previous experiment, dual nanoprobe was fabricated as a rectangle-shaped probe using Tungsten due to its high tensile strength and electrical conducting capability.
In dual nanoprobe characterization studies, i.e. material and probe shape, we omitted single cell model in the simulation. Figure 5 shows the dual nanoprobe orientation in simulation. In this setup, the nanoprobes were connected together at the tip and usually called as short-circuit position in electrical terms. A voltage of 2 volts was applied to the base A and grounded at base B. The characterizations were performed by replacing the material definition and shape of dual nanoprobe. 
Measurement Configuration Characterization
The second part of the study emphasized on single cell electrical measurement configuration characterization. The purpose is to study the effect of different measurement configurations, i.e. penetration depth and probe gap, on the measurement result. In an experiment, it is difficult to control the length of nanoprobe which is in contact with the cell's cytoplasm without prior determination on the cell wall and membrane thickness.
Previously, the dual nanoprobe was being forced to penetrate the cell approximately at 300-350 nm penetration depth without cell burst. The depth is assumed sufficient for the nanoprobe to reach the cytoplasm of yeast cell since the reported cell wall and membrane of the cell is approximately 207 nm thick [7] but the thickness vary for each cells due to several factors, i.e. age and type. SEM image can only confirm the nanoprobe length inside a cell but unable to specifically measure the actual length of a nanoprobe in contact with the cytoplasm. This investigation is difficult to achieve in experiment since the existing measurement system is unable to observe the nanoprobe inside a cell without cutting the cell open.
As an alternative, the investigations are done via simulation. In simulation, we have better control of the penetration depth on cytoplasm by excluding cell wall and membrane in the cell model. In addition, the dual nanoprobe gap is also being studied in preparation for smaller cell measurement that may require a narrow gap.
There are two main components were used in the single cell electrical measurement simulation, i.e. dual nanoprobe and single cell model. The base was omitted to reduce computational resources. The components were assembled in a way where the dual nanoprobe already penetrated the single cell in a certain depth. Then, the components were merged together into one solid part. This approach was necessary as the limitation of the software that requires only one solid part for electrical analysis. Similar to the previous setup, we applied a voltage of 1 volts to the first nanoprobe and grounded at the second nanoprobe using the boundary condition definition. The characterizations were performed by changing the penetration depth and probe gap. Figure 6 shows nanoprobe gap and penetration depth. Ten different gaps and depths were studied in the range of 0.2-2.0 µm.
Figure 6
Nanoprobe gap and penetration depth
Cell Model
The cell model used in this study was a model based on W303 wild-type yeast cell, which is the same yeast type that was used in our previous experimental work. Yeast is a sphere shape cell with a diameter ranging from 4 µm to 6 µm [8] . The cell was modelled as a single layer solid sphere with a diameter of 3.8 µm which represent only the cell cytoplasm layer. The electrical conductivity of yeast cytoplasm is 0.55 S.m-1 for live cell and approximately 0 S.m-1 for dead cells [9, 10] .
Simulation Validation
The simulation setup was validated by comparing the simulation result with calculated values. We performed a simple simulation test for resistance measurement on a solid square block of Tungsten material. Table 1 shows the comparison results. It was found that the resistance value from the simulation has the same value with calculated resistance using Equation (1) given as Resistance, R= ρ L⁄A (1) where ρ is the material resistivity, L is the material length, and A is the cross section area. This result shows that the element type, material definition, and boundary conditions were correctly configured in the simulation. 
4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For a start, we compared the results obtained from simulation of a single cell viability detection using dual nanoprobe with experimental data. In the experiment we measured the current using Femto-ammeter while in simulation current was calculated by using Equation (2) given as
where ECD is current density and A is the cross section area. Figure 7 shows the simulation results. Colour contour on the components indicates current density throughout the system. From the result, nanoprobe region has the highest current density. Therefore, the current was calculated using dual nanoprobe cross section and the ECD value at that region. Table 2 shows the summarize comparison between experimental and simulation results. It was found that simulation current value is higher than experiment measured current. There are several factors that lead to the diversity of current value i.e. electrochemical resistance and measurement configuration. In the experiment, electrochemical reaction occurs which create additional resistance known as electrode polarization resistance. Beside organelles, cytoplasm is full of ions, i.e. Sodium ions, Potassium ions, and others. When DC voltage is applied to dual nanoprobe, the positive and negative ions attracted to the nanoprobe accordingly. Positive ions will attracted to negative nanoprobe and negative ions attracted to positive nanoprobe. Accumulation of ions around the nanoprobe creates a layer of ions which increase the total resistance to the current flow. In simulation, we could not simulate electrochemical reaction due to software limitation and can only perform electrical analysis on solid parts.
Another possible explanation is the measurement configuration. The actual experiment could not determine the exact contact area size or penetration depth with the cell's intracellular (cytoplasm) due to inaccurate nanoprobe penetration depth measurement which obtained by optical image analysis on 2-Dimensional images. Image capturing angle and orientation may influence the analysis accuracy. Therefore, the contact area or penetration depth in the simulation may not able to represent the actual experimental configuration.
Plus, the cell model in this study only been developed to simulate cytoplasm electrical conductivity for different cell viability stage and assuming the other cell part, e.g. cell wall and membrane are not affecting the measurement. Cell wall for example, is more to capacitive type material [11] . Therefore, it is assumed that cell wall will not affect the measurement conducted using DC source. Nevertheless, the simulation shows a functional single cell viability detection between alive and dead cells same as the experiment.
Dual Nanoprobe Characterization Results
Dual nanoprobe performance was measured based on measurement sensitivity. Higher sensitivity provides better sensing capability but it will increase noise vulnerability. However, noise can be filtered through software programming or hardware filtering circuit. Sensitivity was calculated using Equation (3) given as Sensitivity, ℧=∆Current/∆Voltage (3) Table 3 shows the dual nanoprobe characterization results based on five different materials. Based on the results, the highest sensitivity was achieved by Silver nanoprobe. However, the sensitivity for other materials is also sufficient for single cell viability detection as long as the nanoprobe resistance is relatively low compared to the measurement subject resistance which in this case is the single cell. Therefore, low sensitivity differences between the materials shows that the nanoprobe can be made from any of them. In stiffness aspects however, dual nanoprobe needs to be strong to penetrate the cell wall and membrane. Fabricated dual nanoprobe was made from Tungsten and selected due to its high strength capability. Material strength can be evaluated based on Young's modulus value. High Young's modulus value indicates high strength material. Tungsten has the highest Young's modulus compare to other materials in this study and had been tested experimentally. Therefore, out of five materials Tungsten is the most preferred material for nanoprobe due to its sensitivity and high strength capability. Dual nanoprobe also been characterized based on cross section shape. Table 4 shows the sensor performance comparison between three cross section shapes, i.e. circular, square, and rectangle. From the results, different probe shapes do not significantly affecting the dual nanoprobe performance. Hence, the current dual nanoprobe design using rectangle cross section is still suitable for future design.
Measurement Configuration Characterization Results
In single cell electrical measurement configuration characterization, the relationship between the probe gap and the penetration depth of the dual nanoprobe with the current flow in the cell is investigated. Figure 8 shows the simulation results for ten different gaps in the range of 0.2-2.0 µm. From the results, we found that the current measured reduce at wider gap. This result supported by Equation (1) where the resistance increase when the length of the measured medium increase. The contact area between nanoprobe and the cytoplasm was kept constant in this study. In electrolytic conduction theory, the ions passing through the cell will have greater resistance when travel at longer distance. This information helps the user to calibrate the nanoprobe for different gap to suite new requirement, e.g. smaller cell size. However, a too narrow gap will create a short circuit connection between the probes and cannot be used for single cell viability detection. Figure 8 Characterization results of dual nanoprobe gap Figure 9 shows the simulation results for ten different penetration depths in the range of 0.2-2.0 µm. Based on the findings, the measured current increase in deeper penetration. This is because the contact area between dual nanoprobe and cytoplasm increase as the probes submerge deeper at constant gap. Wider contact area allows more ions to move from dual nanoprobe to cytoplasm and vice versa. However, deep penetration will cause damage to the internal organelles of the cell, i.e. nucleus [12] . Through experimental studies, minimum penetration depth was at 300-350 nm where the nanoprobe needs to break the cell wall and membrane to reach the cytoplasm area. Cell wall and membrane were reported to have a thickness of 100-200 nm and 5-10 nm respectively [13] . This information is important to ensure a functioning sensor while minimizing the cell damage. The same cells can be used to perform other measurement if the cell viability can be maintained.
For reliable single cell viability detection, the probe gap and penetration depth need to be kept constant since they are significantly affecting the current measurement. Future works will involve integration with a microfluidic system for a higher throughput rate measurement. 
5.0 CONCLUSION
We performed electrical characterizations on the novel method of single cell viability detection based on electrical measurement using a dual nanoprobe. The characterizations were performed to study the effects of the different materials (Silver, Copper, Aluminium, Tungsten, and Zinc), probe shape (circular, square, and rectangle), and measurement configuration (probe gap and penetration depth) on the method for detecting single cell viability. There are several conclusions can be made. Tungsten is considered as the preferred material based on strength and sensitivity. Secondly, the current nanoprobe shape is still suitable for future nanoprobe design. Thirdly, different nanoprobe and penetration depth are significantly affecting the current measurement and need to be kept constant during the measurement for reliable single cell viability detection. In the future, this novel single cells viability detection will be improved by integrating the dual nanoprobe with a microfluidic chip for a portable, faster, and efficient measurement.
